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Fine Feather Press is an independent natural history 
publishing company founded by naturalists Caz 

Buckingham and Andrea Pinnington. It produces 
imaginative nature books to encourage children to get 

outside and to inspire them to protect its future. For more 
information about the frontlist and backlist or with any 
general enquiries, please use the contact details below.



This informative and beautifully illustrated series provides a window 
onto the world of nature and forms the foundation of a first nature 
library which every family should own. The books feature the most 
common European species and are packed with fascinating facts and 

stunning images of wildlife and plantlife.

The Little Book of  Trees has been created with the help of eminent 
silvologist, Dr Gabriel Hemery while The Little Book of  Wild Flowers is 

being published in association with Dr Trevor Dines and Plantlife.

978-1-908489-38-8 • Spring 2019 978-1-908489-44-9 • Spring 2021

205 x 138 mm • 144 pages • Hardback • 6 years + • £7.99



978-1-908489-39-5

“It just goes to prove that you are never too old for a board book -  
or a sound book for that matter.” The Bookbag

With over 350,000 copies sold worldwide, these natural history 
sound books have been an instant hit captivating both young and old 
alike. The Little Book of  Rainforest Animal Sounds is the latest addition 
and features a wealth of interesting facts, stunning photographs and 

incredible sounds. This really is an inspiring collection of nature 
books for all the family to share and enjoy.

April 2019 • 210 x 225 mm • 26 pages • Board book & sound bar • 3 years + • £12.99

978-1-908489-25-8

978-1-908489-27-2

978-1-908489-32-6

978-1-908489-36-4 978-1-908489-42-5

978-1-908489-28-9

978-1-908489-31-9

978-1-908489-33-3



978-1-908489-45-6

CONSULTANT: Dr Thomas E Williamson

Rumble! Hiss! Squawk! Thwack! Travel back 65 million years and 
beyond to find out what these extraordinary giant creatures sounded 

like. At the touch of a button, you can unleash 12 incredible dinosaur 
sounds specially created in collaboration with leading paleontologist 
Dr Thomas E Williamson based on the latest paleo-acoustic research. 

The Little Book of  Dinosaur Sounds features many of old favourites 
as well as some intriguing new discoveries. The final line up includes 
stegosaurus, allosaurus, apatosaurus, velociraptor,  sinosauropteryx, 
carnotaurus, parasaurolophus, deinocheirus, pachycephalosaurus, 

triceratops, tyrannosaurus and ankylosaurus.

The artwork, text and sounds work together to bring this lost world 
to life making this the perfect book for all young dinosaur enthusiasts. 

June 2020 • 210 x 225 mm • 26 pages • Board book & sound bar • 3 years + • £12.99



978-1-908489-40-1

Double-sided  
birdspotting  

wheel

Garden birds are a perennially popular subject but what makes this 
book even more special is the birdspotting wheel accompanying it. 
This double-sided splash-proof chart (housed in an inside pocket) 
features 44 garden birds and is a brilliant tool for identifying them 

quickly and easily – simply pop it in your bag for trips outside. The 
accompanying guide book is full of tips on what to look out for as 

well as wonderfully clear individual bird profile pages.

Oct 2019 • 250 x 250 mm • 64 pages • Casebound book with pocket housing robust, 
splashproof ID wheel • 7+ years • £12.99 



978-1-908489-46-3 978-1-908489-47-0

“People who say they sleep like a baby, don’t have one... 
Anonymous

A debut picture book series from Fine Feather Press designed to 
promote feelings of well-being and confidence in preschool children. 

Feeling Sleepy is based on effective relaxation techniques for toddlers, 
helping to make going to bed a calming daily ritual. Through the 

world of animals, children are invited to copy a sequence of sleep-
inducing actions, encouraging them to nod off  quickly and easily.

What’s for Dinner? tackles the thorny issue of mealtimes and 
encourages children not to be fussy eaters. In a light-hearted manner, 
it charts the food choices and healthy eating habits of a selection of  

adorable young animals exhorting kids to follow their example. 

Twinkly touch and feel elements enhance the magical quality of each 
book and help to soothe restless children.

CONSULTANT: Dr Sue Robson 

August 2020 • 165 x 180 mm • 14 pages • Board book • 1 year + • £6.99



978-1-908489-05-0

978-1-908489-11-1

978-1-908489-07-4

978-1-908489-23-4

978-1-908489-12-8

978-1-908489-06-7

978-1-908489-24-1

978-1-908489-13-5

978-1-908489-04-3

978-1-908489-14-2

Being able to recognise even the most common plants and animals 
is a skill that is rapidly disappearing. This handy and beautifully 

illustrated guide addresses that problem by featuring the top 10 types 
of animal and plant that everyone should know including garden 

birds, waterbirds, insects, mammals, trees, wild flowers, sealife, fish, 
butterflies, fungi, reptiles and amphibians. It is perfect for children of  
all ages as well as older people who want to brush up on their nature 

knowlege, too. Know your nature? Now you will.

Oct 2018 •  240 x 165 mm • 32 pages • Hardback • 3+ years • £6.99

978-1-908489-37-1

290 x 210 mm • 18 pages • Paperback • Stickers & fold-out play scene • 3+ years  • £4.99

These fun-filled nature activity books feature plants and animals to 
find, fascinating facts, over 30 stickers and a fold-out sticker play scene. 
They are ideal for enticing children outside and giving them something 

to do and they also back up key science and nature topics taught at 
school. The series builds into a collectible set of first wildlife books 

which conform to European Toy Safety Directive requirements. 



205 x 255 x 6 mm • £6.99 (inc VAT)
7 panels of 500 mm x 200 mm (total length 3.5 m) 

Children will have fun learning their 
ABC with this fabulous wall frieze as 

well as hunting for the hidden objects on 
each letter panel. It is the perfect way to 
decorate a child’s nursery or a reception 
classroom and it comes in seven panels.

192 x 134 x 26 mm • £9.99 (inc VAT)   
Boxed sets with 26 fold-out cards • 2 to 5 years

These flashcards are for parents who 
want to foster a love of nature in their 
children from an early age. Each title 

features activities based on key preschool 
concepts that are perfect for teaching 

and reinforcing early learning. 

978-1-908489-03-6 978-1-908489-09-8

Butterflies: 978-1-908489-16-6 • Garden Birds: 978-1-
908489-15-9  • Wild Flowers: 978-1-908489-17-3 

Garden Wildlife: 978-1-908489-18-0 • Woods & Forests: 
978-1-908489-22-7  • Ponds & Rivers: 978-1-908489-21-0 
Seashore: 978-1-908489-19-7 • Farm: 978-1-908489-20-3

978-1-908489-10-4

270 x 156 mm • 2 sticker sheets + fold out play scene + ID card • 3+ years  • £3.50 (inc VAT) 

Each pack has a fold-out scene, sticker 
sheets, reusable stickers, and a nature ID 
guide. They encourage imaginative play 

and will keep children amused for hours.

978-1-908489-26-5 978-1-908489-29-6

A modern-day must have adventure 
book for all inquisitive children. Each 
page invites you to search, explore and 
gather things from the natural world. 

Once finished, you will have a wonderful 
record of the time you spend outside.

Draw! Colour! Play! An enchanting 
nature book for busy little fingers. 

Explore the seasons with activities and 
games including mazes, riddles, quizzes, 
pictures to colour in and with engaging 
wildlife facts to discover along the way. 

300 x 250 mm • 80 pages • Hardback
Elastic closure • 7+ years • £12.99

290 x 222 mm • 64 pages 
Paperback • 5 to 10 years • £6.99


